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    As humanity grapples with the dual challenges of resource security and climate change, the  MSc Renewable Energy Systems (REN) is your gateway to becoming an integral part of the most significant sector of our generation.
 This program is designed for forward-thinking professionals who understand the urgent need for a transition to sustainable energy practices in both industrialized and developing contexts. With a focus on renewable energy as a robust sector for job creation and sustainable development, this program stands as a testament to over 25 years of industry experience and expertise.
 The MSc Renewable Energy Systems program will prove a pivotal step in your career development as you answer a growing demand for qualified personnel to lead the energy sector into a more sustainable future.
 Ideal for those with a background in technical and natural sciences, economics or law, this program prepares managers to deal with upcoming shifts in our use of energy such as the phase-out of coal and nuclear energy, international commitments to the Paris Agreement and the resulting reliance on sustainable energy sources.
 
 The part-time MSc Renewable Energy Systems (REN) at TU Wien Academy for Continuing Education, in collaboration with Energiepark Bruck an der Leither, is the first international
 university program in Austria dedicated to renewable energy production and an outstanding opportunity to satisfy a global market demand for qualified professionals.
 Why TU Wien ACE is your destination for renewable energy education:
	Trailblazing Education: Be part of a program that's been at the forefront, creating job-ready professionals in renewable energy for over 25 years.
	Global Relevance: Equip yourself with internationally required know-how in a field that's central to global economic trends.
	Industry Integration: Benefit from our close cooperation with the industry, ensuring your education is relevant, practical, and in demand.
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    Key Facts

Final Degree: Master of Science (Continuing Education)

Academic Director: Univ.Prof.Dr.techn. Reinhard Haas

Language: English

Duration: 4 Semesters

Location: Vienna & Bruck/Leitha; some modules are carried out online

Structure: part-time, blocked modules

Tuition Fee: EUR 21,500 (subject of change)

Scholarships: please find more information here.

Next Program Start: November 7, 2024

Application Deadline: ongoing

Admission requirements: Completion of a subject-related study program in technical and natural sciences, economics or law and a minimum of 2 years of professional experience. 
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                    Elizabeth Rodriguez Bringas, Alumna Class 2016 – 2018
                
                I decided to do a master's degree in renewable energy because it is the key to solving many social problems around the world. It is a great opportunity to meet people who are already working in the field and exchange experiences and ideas with each other.

            
            

        

    
        
            
                
                    Mag. (FH) Julia Schmidmayer, Alumna Class 2013-2015
                
                The Master's Programme provides basic technical knowledge in the field of renewable energy generation and enables students to better understand the design, planning, and operation of energy technologies.

            
            

        

    
        
            
                
                    Univ.Prof. Dr. Reinhard Haas, Academic Director
                
                Renewable energy sources as well as more efficient ways to use energy are cornerstones in transforming our economy into a sustainable system. The aim of this MSc program is to make a significant contribution to this process.
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                CONSENT
            	
                Is needed to store the preferences of visitors and personalize advertising.
            	
                
                persistent
            	
                HTTP
            	
                
                    Google
                
            
	
                DSID
            	
                Is needed by DoubleClick for advertising displayed in various places on the web and used to
                    store the preferences of users.
                
            	
                2
                years
            	
                HTTP
            	
                
                    Doubleclick
                
            
	
                DV
            	
                Is needed to store user preferences and other information. This includes, in particular, the
                    preferred language, the number of search results to be displayed on the page, and the decision
                    whether or not to activate the Google SafeSearch filter.
                
            	
                2
                years
            	
                HTTP
            	
                
                    Google
                
            
	
                HSID
            	
                Contains the Google account ID and the last login time of the user.
            	
                2
                years
            	
                HTTP
            	
                
                    Google
                
            
	
                IDE
            	
                Is needed by DoubleClick to record and report the actions of users on the website after viewing
                    or clicking on one of the provider's ads, with the purpose of measuring the effectiveness of an
                    advertisement and displaying targeted advertisements to users.
                
            	
                2
                years
            	
                HTTP
            	
                
                    Doubleclick
                
            
	
                LOGIN_INFO
            	
                Is used to store the credentials of users of Google services.
            	
                2
                years
            	
                HTTP
            	
                
                    Google
                
            
	
                NID
            	
                Is used to store information about user settings.
            	
                6
                months
            	
                HTTP
            	
                
                    Google
                
            
	
                OTZ
            	
                Is needed to link activities of visitors with other devices that are previously logged in via
                    the Google account. In this way, advertising is tailored to different devices.
                
            	
                1
                month
            	
                HTTP
            	
                
                    Google
                
            
	
                RUL
            	
                Is needed by DoubleClick to determine whether advertising has been displayed correctly in order
                    to make marketing activities more efficient.
                
            	
                1
                year
            	
                HTTP
            	
                
                    Doubleclick
                
            
	
                SAPISID
            	
                Is needed by YouTube to store user settings and to calculate user bandwidth.
            	
                
                persistent
            	
                HTTP
            	
                
                    Google
                
            
	
                SEARCH_SAMESITE
            	
                Enables servers to mitigate the risk of CSRF and information leakage attacks by specifying that
                    a particular cookie may only be sent on requests originating from the same registerable domain.
                
            	
                6
                months
            	
                HTTP
            	
                
                    Google
                
            
	
                SID
            	
                Contains the Google account ID and the last login time of the user.
            	
                2
                years
            	
                HTTP
            	
                
                    Google
                
            
	
                SIDCC
            	
                Is needed to store information about user settings and information for Google Maps.
            	
                3
                months
            	
                HTTP
            	
                
                    Google
                
            
	
                SSID
            	
                Is needed to collect visitor information for videos hosted by YouTube on Google Maps integrated
                    maps.
                
            	
                
                persistent
            	
                HTTP
            	
                
                    Google
                
            
	
                __SECURE-1PAPISID
            	
                Is needed for targeting purposes to create a profile of the interests of website visitors.
                
            	
                2
                years
            	
                HTTP
            	
                
                    Google
                
            
	
                __SECURE-1PSID
            	
                Is needed for targeting purposes to create a profile of the interests of website visitors.
                
            	
                2
                years
            	
                HTTP
            	
                
                    Google
                
            
	
                __SECURE-3PAPISID
            	
                Is needed for targeting purposes to create a profile of the interests of website visitors.
                
            	
                2
                years
            	
                HTTP
            	
                
                    Google
                
            
	
                __SECURE-3PSID
            	
                Is needed for targeting purposes to create a profile of the interests of website visitors.
                
            	
                2
                years
            	
                HTTP
            	
                
                    Google
                
            
	
                __SECURE-3PSIDCC
            	
                Is needed for targeting purposes to create a profile of the interests of website visitors.
                
            	
                2
                years
            	
                HTTP
            	
                
                    Google
                
            
	
                __SECURE-APISID
            	
                Is needed to profile the interests of website visitors in order to display relevant and
                    personalized advertising through retargeting.
                
            	
                8
                months
            	
                HTTP
            	
                
                    Google
                
            
	
                __SECURE-HSID
            	
                Is needed to secure digitally signed and encrypted data from the unique Google ID and to store
                    the last login time that Google uses to identify visitors, prevent fraudulent use of login data, and
                    protect visitor data from unauthorized parties. This may also be used for targeting purposes to
                    display relevant and personalized advertising content.
                
            	
                8
                months
            	
                HTTP
            	
                
                    Google
                
            
	
                __SECURE-SSID
            	
                Is needed to store information about how visitors use the site and about the ads they may have
                    seen before visiting the site. Also used to customize ads on Google domains.
                
            	
                8
                months
            	
                HTTP
            	
                
                    Google
                
            
	
                test_cookie
            	
                Is set as a test to check whether the browser allows cookies to be set. Does not contain any
                    identification features.
                
            	
                15
                minutes
            	
                HTTP
            	
                
                    Google
                
            
	
                VISITOR_INFO1_LIVE
            	
                Is needed by YouTube to store user settings and to calculate user bandwidth.
            	
                6
                months
            	
                HTTP
            	
                
                    Youtube
                
            
	
                facebook
            	
                Is used to Enable ad delivery or retargeting
            	
                90
                days
            	
                HTTP
            	
                
                    Meta (Facebook)
                
            
	
                __fb_chat_plugin
            	
                Is needed to store and track interactions (marketing/tracking).
            	
                
                persistent
            	
                HTTP
            	
                
                    Meta (Facebook)
                
            
	
                _js_datr
            	
                Is needed to save user settings.
            	
                2
                years
            	
                HTTP
            	
                
                    Meta (Facebook)
                
            
	
                _fbc
            	
                Is needed to save the last visit (marketing/tracking).
            	
                2
                years
            	
                HTTP
            	
                
                    Meta (Facebook)
                
            
	
                fbm
            	
                Is needed to store account data (marketing/tracking).
            	
                1
                year
            	
                HTTP
            	
                
                    Meta (Facebook)
                
            
	
                xs
            	
                Is needed to store a unique session ID (marketing/tracking).
            	
                1
                year
            	
                HTTP
            	
                
                    Meta (Facebook)
                
            
	
                wd
            	
                Is needed to log the screen resolution.
            	
                1
                week
            	
                HTTP
            	
                
                    Meta (Facebook)
                
            
	
                fr
            	
                Is needed to serve ads and measure and improve their relevance.
            	
                3
                months
            	
                HTTP
            	
                
                    Meta (Facebook)
                
            
	
                act
            	
                Is needed to store logged in users (marketing/tracking).
            	
                90
                days
            	
                HTTP
            	
                
                    Meta (Facebook)
                
            
	
                _fbp
            	
                Is needed to store and track visits to various websites (marketing/tracking).
            	
                3
                months
            	
                HTTP
            	
                
                    Meta (Facebook)
                
            
	
                datr
            	
                Is needed to identify the browser for security and website integrity purposes, including account
                    recovery and identification of potentially compromised accounts.
                
            	
                2
                years
            	
                HTTP
            	
                
                    Meta (Facebook)
                
            
	
                dpr
            	
                Is used for analysis purposes. Technical parameters are logged (e.g. aspect ratio and dimensions
                    of the screen) so that Facebook apps can be displayed correctly.
                
            	
                1
                week
            	
                HTTP
            	
                
                    Meta (Facebook)
                
            
	
                sb
            	
                Is needed to store browser details and security information of the Facebook account.
            	
                2
                years
            	
                HTTP
            	
                
                    Meta (Facebook)
                
            
	
                dbln
            	
                Is needed to store browser details and security information of the Facebook account.
            	
                2
                years
            	
                HTTP
            	
                
                    Meta (Facebook)
                
            
	
                spin
            	
                Is needed for promotional purposes and social campaign reporting.
            	
                
                session
            	
                HTTP
            	
                
                    Meta (Facebook)
                
            
	
                presence
            	
                Contains the "chat" status of logged in users.
            	
                1
                month
            	
                HTTP
            	
                
                    Meta (Facebook)
                
            
	
                cppo
            	
                Is needed for statistical purposes.
            	
                90
                days
            	
                HTTP
            	
                
                    Meta (Facebook)
                
            
	
                locale
            	
                Is needed to save the language settings.
            	
                
                session
            	
                HTTP
            	
                
                    Meta (Facebook)
                
            
	
                pl
            	
                Required for Facebook Pixel.
            	
                2
                years
            	
                HTTP
            	
                
                    Meta (Facebook)
                
            
	
                lu
            	
                Required for Facebook Pixel.
            	
                2
                years
            	
                HTTP
            	
                
                    Meta (Facebook)
                
            
	
                c_user
            	
                Required for Facebook Pixel.
            	
                3
                months
            	
                HTTP
            	
                
                    Meta (Facebook)
                
            
	
                bcookie
            	
                Is needed to store browser data (marketing/tracking).
            	
                2
                years
            	
                HTTP
            	
                
                    LinkedIn
                
            
	
                li_oatml
            	
                Is needed to identify LinkedIn members outside of LinkedIn for advertising and analytics
                    purposes.
                
            	
                1
                month
            	
                HTTP
            	
                
                    LinkedIn
                
            
	
                BizographicsOptOut
            	
                Is needed to save privacy settings.
            	
                10
                years
            	
                HTTP
            	
                
                    LinkedIn
                
            
	
                li_sugr
            	
                Is needed to store browser data (marketing/tracking).
            	
                3
                months
            	
                HTTP
            	
                
                    LinkedIn
                
            
	
                UserMatchHistory
            	
                Is needed to provide advertising or retargeting (marketing/tracking).
            	
                30
                days
            	
                HTTP
            	
                
                    LinkedIn
                
            
	
                linkedin_oauth_
            	
                Is needed to provide cross-page functionality.
            	
                
                session
            	
                HTTP
            	
                
                    LinkedIn
                
            
	
                lidc
            	
                Is needed to store performed actions on the website (marketing/tracking).
            	
                1
                day
            	
                HTTP
            	
                
                    LinkedIn
                
            
	
                bscookie
            	
                Is needed to store performed actions on the website (marketing/tracking).
            	
                2
                years
            	
                HTTP
            	
                
                    LinkedIn
                
            
	
                X-LI-IDC
            	
                Is needed to provide cross-page functionality (marketing/tracking).
            	
                
                session
            	
                HTTP
            	
                
                    LinkedIn
                
            
	
                AnalyticsSyncHistory
            	
                Stores the time when the user was synchronized with the "lms_analytics" cookie.
            	
                30
                days
            	
                HTTP
            	
                
                    LinkedIn
                
            
	
                lms_ads
            	
                Is needed to identify LinkedIn members outside of LinkedIn.
            	
                30
                days
            	
                HTTP
            	
                
                    LinkedIn
                
            
	
                lms_analytics
            	
                Is needed to identify LinkedIn members for analytics purposes.
            	
                30
                days
            	
                HTTP
            	
                
                    LinkedIn
                
            
	
                li_fat_id
            	
                Required for indirect member identification used for conversion tracking, retargeting and
                    analytics.
                
            	
                30
                days
            	
                HTTP
            	
                
                    LinkedIn
                
            
	
                U
            	
                Is needed to identify the browser.
            	
                3
                months
            	
                HTTP
            	
                
                    LinkedIn
                
            
	
                _guid
            	
                Is needed to identify a LinkedIn member for advertising via Google Ads.
            	
                90
                days
            	
                HTTP
            	
                
                    LinkedIn
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